
The Ride: – after weeks of careful, detailed and exquisitely fun planning and two rain-day delays, I was able get the
bike on the road to New Mexico on, ominously, September 11! The Kawasaki is affectionately named Molly. (Bev does
not mind, as who in their left mind would ever name a 1500 cc Nomad - Molly). As it had done the two days before, it
had threatened to rain again on the Friday, but the ants in my pants got the better of me and I was anxious to get going
south on my “bucket-list” road trip to New Mexico. My trip would take me through International Falls to Bemidji,
Fargo and then straight south on Federal 83 to Amarillo – through the heartland of America and down tornado alley.
So here I am, four days and 1900 km later in North Platte, Nebraska; home, I am told by the locals, to William Buffalo
Bill Cody who among other claims to fame killed 5000 buffalo in a period of 4 months. Four nights of camping and
budget hotels (I hate paying good money for being unconscious for 7 hours) with internet connections with servers in
Gander making communicating a challenge!

Save for Friday evening when I rode through a couple hours of rain south of International Falls, the weather has
been absolutely spectacular, affording some great riding and wonderful scenery on some of the least used federal
roads in America. Where possible I have tried to avoid the interstate highways, preferring the lesser used routes that
offer stunning landscapes of high, rolling plains, deep coulees and sloughs – often having the highway to myself for
mile after mile of changing scenery. The time I did spend on the interstate on Sunday was tricky as I had to negotiate
cross-winds that were gusting considerably and moving the bike around a bit. It was especially hairy when the big
behemoths – the 38 wheel rigs - bullied aside the wind they encountered as they pass the bike – one learns to adapt,
quite literally by the seat of the pants! Some stretches are particularly long, but the scenery does change from turn to
turn, and particularly out here in the high plains, offer some tremendous views over miles and miles of open
grasslands, buttes and coulees.

This is the country of the Ogallala, of Louis L’Amour and the long-dead buffalo. Every distant bluff leaves the
image of a scouting party atop their paints moving up, down and around the tightly woven hillocks and earthen
waves which seem to be in constant motion. South Dakota long ago decided that it was much cheaper to run the
concrete ribbons right over top of the landscape instead of digging through it. As a result, you feel that the ribbon just
sits there atop everything offering sightlines that are completely unimpeded. For some reason, had I made this voyage
in a car, I don’t think the landscape would have left the same indelible impression.

Alas, somewhere just south of the Dakota border between Flyspeck and Cowpoke, Nebraska, I was finally brought
back down to earth when I made a quick pit stop at a local restaurant. In the next booth was a craggy-faced 70
something man and his partner talking to their lunch mates about how the US was going to hell in a hand basket with
all this nonsense about “communistic health care.” In full red-state, western regalia – the Stetson, a red and white
pearl-buttoned gingham shirt and a belt buckle that would make wrestlemania fans drool, they went on about how
“that upstart president was taking America away from our Constitution”. I wanted to remind them of how Abu Garib
proved them right, and resisted mouthing the metaphor that their Constitution began drifting on a Cheney-made
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Thunder Bay to New Mexico
To those who have not had the experience, it is difficult to describe

what it is like to travel on a motorcycle. It is not the exhilaration of
speed – my aging body and slower reflexes increase the terror-factor
with the increase of it! Nor is it the much touted “freedom of the open
road” although there is that to it. Rather, especially in the rugged beauty
of the shield and boreal country of northwestern Ontario, it is the sense
that one is moving through the world rather than passing buy it.
Encased in a couple tons of metal, four steel pillars surrounded by glass
and with the air and sounds either controlled or, worse, cut-off, a car
passes by things. On a bike, you notice everything – not only to stay
alive as in, “does that guy turning left across my path see me?” but
bolstered by the panoramic view with the only glass sitting on your
nose, the beauty of the world takes you in. Whether it is the trembling of
the aspen leaves or the sudden whiff of skunk or fresh mown hay every
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vista and turn is a fresh opportunity to encounter what the world has to offer as you move through it. And even above
the incessant noise of 1500 cc of motor below your butt, you can sense and even feel the quiet and stillness of the
endless forests or the inky black bog stubbled here and there with pussy willows and grasses. Despite the speed, one
actually feels like you are slowing down to appreciate and take in what is so much missed on four tires.


